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Abstract: Literature on leadership in Nigeria from the perspective of 1 Kings 3 is hard to find. In the pericope, Solomon was the successor to David in leadership. Solomon kept to the promises and good plans of his predecessor. The pericope shows the roles of godfathers in political leadership. This narrative is of great importance to Nigeria’s leadership challenges in the political arena. This article examines 1 Kings 3:3-14 and its relevance to the leadership challenges in Nigeria. Nigeria is a country where leaders blackmail their predecessors and surround themselves with sycophants and godfathers. Over the years literature has focused on Nigeria’s leadership challenges from the political, sociological and psychological angles. This study provides a theological response to Nigeria’s leadership challenges.
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1. Introduction

1 Kings 3:3-14 is a narrative about Solomon, the son of David. Solomon took over from his father as the King of Israel. His father David worked perfectly as a good leader. When Solomon took over, he followed the good footsteps of his father, David. Thus, he loved the Lord. Furthermore, Solomon associated himself with the political and religious environment of his predecessor. This was to ensure that he strived in his leadership, just like David did. The Lord advised Solomon to ensure he continued to follow the leadership style of David. The researcher believes that 1 Kings 3:3-14 will speak anew to the Nigerian situation.

In June 2018, Nigeria became the poverty capital of the world. An estimated 87 million Nigerians live on less than $1.90 a day [1]. Poverty in Nigeria is necessitated by high-level quagmire in Nigeria’s leadership. Achebe was part of those persons who saw this anomaly and he concluded, “the trouble with Nigeria is simply and squarely a failure of leadership” [2]. Leaders make very nice promises during campaigns but abandon them after they may have won the elections. Most Nigerian leaders in Nigeria paint their predecessor as corrupt, myopic, and inefficient [3]. Furthermore, Nigerian leaders keep to the dictates of their godfathers, which have aided their poor performance in government. Leaders cannot execute any important project without the opinion of the godfathers which has affected the socio-economic development of the state [4]. They surround themselves with sycophants and receive bad pieces of advice from them. These are the problem of leadership in Nigeria at the federal, state and local government levels.

Scholars have written a lot about leadership in Nigeria. Anetoh et al [5] assert that bad leadership in Nigeria has resulted in insecurity, unemployment, bad economy as well as the search for a better opportunity outside among others. The corrupt and insensitive leaders that have paraded themselves on the Nigerian political scene since independence is not only the reason for the massive retrogression that has tumbled down on

The Nigerian state but is also responsible for the global perception that afflicts anyone called a Nigerian [6]. Osaghae [7] reveals that, for effective leadership to be attained, it is important to place the requisite institutional correlates that are consonant with democracy, rule of law and accountability and capable of restraining the tendencies towards the personalisation of political power. Literature on Nigeria’s leadership challenges from the lens of 1 Kings 3:3-14 is scanty. This study intends to fill this gap.

Using the narrative analysis, first this article carries out an exegesis of 1 Kings 3:3-14. Second, it brings out important themes in the pericope. Third, this study explores leadership challenges in Nigeria and thereafter an application of 1 Kings 3:3-14 to the Nigeria context is made.

2. The Context of 1 Kings 3:3-14

The context is the champion when determining the interpretation of a word or passage [8]. The book of 1 Kings was written during the Babylonian exile of Israel. It records the history of Israel’s monarchy from the beginning of Solomon’s reign in about 970 B.C. to the fall of Jerusalem in 586 B.C [9]. From the beginning, 1 Kings was written as one book with 2 Kings. During the time of Solomon, Israel was at the peak of its power. David had conquered the neighboring peoples who were hostile to Israel. Egypt on the southern border was an ally, and Solomon married Pharaoh’s daughter in order to strengthen this alliance with neighbouring nations (1 Kings 3:1) [10]

To the north, Hiram of Tyre was also a friend, and there was peace with Syria and the north-eastern nations [11]. Solomon reigned between 973 B.C. – 933 B.C [11]. Friedman and Friedman [12] Tisdell and Svizzero [13] and Hopkins [14] reveal that in displaying political and administrative wisdom, Solomon took full advantage of the unparalleled opportunity for economic growth and development which is seen in his bilateral agreement with the Hiram of Tyre. Tyre supplied artisans for the bronze-work in the Jerusalem temple and also assisted Solomon with the building of the Red Sea merchant fleet in Israel and supplied crew for these ships [15]. Furthermore, there was peace during the reign of Solomon which was a rare feat attained by his predecessors.

Literally, 1 Kings 3:3-14 has the narrative genre. Its setting was in Jerusalem, and the major character was Solomon. David died and Solomon was the leader in charge of Israel. Solomon knew the ways that David worked and achieved great success during his leading of Israel. This made him go to Gibeon, where his father also went, to sacrifice unto God. He offered a burnt offering of thanksgiving and prayer to God. His show of gratitude to God made his reign to be peaceful. He was able to divide Israel into twelve districts for effective management [16].
God appeared to him and told him to ask anything. Solomon began to remind God of how he had helped his predecessor, David. This help according to Solomon helped David to rule effectively. Solomon reminded God of David’s righteousness and upright in leading the people of Israel. Solomon was sincere in telling God that he was a child and needed guidance. He sought guidance from God (the same guidance that God gave to David that enabled him to succeed effectively). He further built a temple for God. This shows his understanding of architectural design [17]. The temple Solomon built gave the Israelites their lost identity with Yahweh. Solomon’s temple was a very iconic temple in Jerusalem which was erected in the 966 BC on the Temple Mount of Jerusalem by King Solomon and was the first fixed building of a temple and the most important sanctuary of the Jews, which kept the Ark of the Covenant and represented the House of God amongst humankind [18].

3. Close Reading of the Text

Close reading, also known as close textual analysis, investigates the relationship between the internal workings of discourse in order to discover what makes a particular text function persuasively [19]. The pericope reveals four structures. The first part is v. 3, the second part is vv.4-9, the third part is vv.10-13 and the last part is v.14.

Solomon continued in the footsteps of his predecessor (v.3). He made friendship with the good friends of his predecessor. He followed David’s developmental strides and strategies. This structure could be termed “keeping to promises and developments of a predecessor”. Solomon went to make a sacrifice to the God of David (vv.4-9). He went with gifts to prove his preparedness for good advice. This part could be called “keeping good advisers friends”. God, who worked with David, was happy that Solomon came to him to seek advice and help from him (vv.10-13). God gave him knowledge, wisdom, understanding, riches and honour. This part could be termed “functions of good advisers”. The last part is an epilogue that contains those things that would sustain Solomon’s leadership (v.14). They include Solomon commitment to God’s statutes just as David. This structure could be called “maintaining the good will of the people”.

3.1. Keeping to Promises and Developmental Strides of a Predecessor (v.3)

Solomon loved the LORD. In v.3, Hebrew בֵּיתָו (and he loved) is derived from בָּיָה (he love) which means that Solomon loved the things that David his predecessor loved. David worked in the statutes of David, and so did Solomon. Solomon truly loved God and made his conscience of walking in his statutes [20]. Also in v.3, בִּקְרֵךְ מִתְנַחֵל (walking in the statutes), indicates that Solomon kept to the developmental strides of his predecessor, David. Hebrew בִּקְרֶךְ (walking) derived from בָּקָר (walk) reveals that Solomon followed continually the good steps of David. Solomon was for the most part a king committed to God.

3.2. Keeping Good Advisers as Friends (vv.4-9)

Solomon went God, who was David’s pillar of effective leadership. This was to seek the favour of God for a peaceful reign and to avoid making unnecessary mistakes. God listened to Solomon due to the later faith in him [11]. The Hebrew בָּכֵר (to sacrifice) derived from יָכָר (to offer, to worship) shows that Solomon came to sacrifice and pray to God. Solomon went to sacrifice at Gibeon. The tabernacle at Gibeon was the same tabernacle that the children of Israel, under Moses leadership constructed in the wilderness many years previously [21]. In v. 5, God asks Solomon בָּכֵר וּבָשָׁם (ask what shall I do give to you). This was an answer to Solomon’s offer of sacrifice. His offer of sacrifice showed his humility of Solomon. Hebrew בָּשָׁם (ask) shows that God was interested in the government of Solomon. בָּשָׁם means to enquire of a decision, to demand for an essential thing and also to request petition. Before God said ‘ask’, Solomon’s ways satisfied and convinced him.

In v.6, Solomon recalled those things that God did for his predecessor, David. He told God that he knew the qualities the father had, which were בָּשָׁם (righteousness), יָכֵר (uprightness) and בָּשָׁם (truth). Solomon reminded God of these qualities because he needed. In v.7, Solomon showed weakness and gross subordination to God. He told God that he was a בָּשָׁם (small child). Hebrew בָּשָׁם could mean a child or a servant who was at the mercy of the chief. Using the adjective בָּשָׁם to qualify the boy indicates Solomon’s level of humility and plea for help. בָּשָׁם means unimportant, young, or lesser than the usual. In v. 9, he requested from God a בָּשָׁם (understanding heart) which produces righteousness, uprightness and truth. This בָּשָׁם was to help Solomon hear, listen, diligently comprehend, and truly obey God in his leadership of Israel.
3.3. Functions of Good Advisers (vv.10-13)
Traditionally, a good mentor or adviser is happy when their mentees are succeeding. In v.10, God was בָּשְׂחָה (and pleased) with the request of Solomon. Hebrew בָּשְׂחָה derived from בָּשַׂח (good, well, glad) means that Solomon’s request was good and accommodated the interest of God. Solomon loved truth, righteousness and uprightness, which are the hallmarks of God’s concern for Israelite leaders. In v.14, God gave Solomon other things he had not requested—riches and honour. Walsh [22] states that Yahweh’s response has three elements: firstly, Solomon is praised for not requesting for long life, riches, or domination over others. Secondly, he is given a wise and discerning mind. Thirdly, he receives gifts corresponding to two of the three things he did not seek: riches (תְּשׁוֹר) and honour (תַּנְשֵׁל) above kings (v.13). What God gave to Solomon are core parts of administration which include an understanding heart, riches, honour above all kings.

3.4. Maintaining the Goodwill of the People (vv.14)
In v.14, God reminded Solomon to rule with righteousness, truth and uprightness. He also told him that these were the conditions that would ensure his continuous patronage of Solomon. God promised to רַחֲמֵדִים (lengthen the days) of Solomon. What God meant was that he was going to prolong and extend the tenure of Solomon as Israel’s King. After his meeting with God, Solomon’s reign was a “period of peace, in addition to the steady growth of his wealth and prosperity, foreign trade and building” [23].

The exegesis of the pericope reveals that Solomon kept to the positive footprints of his predecessor. He also maintained those vital leadership virtues such as truth, righteousness and uprightness. At this juncture, there is the need to review leadership challenges in Nigeria and the theological implications of 1 Kings 3:3-14.

3.5. Leadership Challenges in Nigeria
Leadership refers to all the processes involved in the making, interpreting and enforcing the laws of the state. Nigeria is a country of over two hundred million people, with six geopolitical zones, viz: north-east, north-west, north-central, south-west, south-east, and south-south. The first three zones are mainly Muslim territories, while the last three are mainly Christian territories.

Before anyone gets into political office, elections are made. Elections are preceded by campaigns. During campaigns, aspirants make many promises about what they have in mind to help the citizens with. Most times these promises are fake, that is why many political leaders in Nigeria do not deliver on their electoral promises or live up to expectations [24]. Walter [25] lamented that corruption is responsible in a large measure for broken promises, the dashed hopes and shallow dreams that have characterized the lives of most Nigerians in the past few decades. Political leaders mention how they will reduce poverty, reduce unemployment and also build infrastructures such as electricity, pipe-borne water and also hospitals.

Political leaders acquaint themselves with sycophants and godfathers. Erik [26] laments that “sycophants are always driven by greed and selfishness”. He further lamented that sycophants and godfathers are driven by convulsive rapaciousness and are egocentric boot-lickers who hide under the cloak of patriotism and nationalism to pursue a purely self-serving agenda. These sets of individuals make the leader to engage in corruption, narcissism and hubris.

In Nigeria, political leadership has been the bane of Nigeria’s growth and development. Leaders are very anxious to get into positions to siphon state monies for their selfish aims and objectives. This is why Anjorin [27] sketches that it is sickening looking at how politicians treat Nigerians who voted for them, and more baffling how voters keep mute and refuse to demand accountability for stewardship from their leaders. Nigerian leaders choose to play around, without thought for their people’s welfare and societal progress. They, their cronies and their family members’ siphoned state treasury for their personal use.

3.6. Causes of Challenges in Nigeria’s Leadership
The causes of leadership challenges in Nigeria cannot be overemphasized. First, the high cost of party tickets, godfatherism, and costly electioneering campaigns. Political aspirants pay a lot to get both party ticket and also nomination by delegates. Furthermore, most political aspirants have political godfathers who spend a lot during electioneering campaigns to ensure that their political son gets into
office. When the political aspirant finally gets the leadership position, he steals public funds in order to recover what he had spent and also settles his godfathers financially.

Second, people are unprepared for leadership positions. Most leaders do not prepare themselves for what leadership position needs. What they are concerned about is how to clinch the leadership position and become rich. This makes them not to be able to do anything for the citizens. For instance, a former governor, and also the current minister of transportation, Rotimi Amaechi, revealed unemployment made him to enter politics [28]. This shows that Nigerian leaders are not prepared for leadership, which made them lack management leadership. Management leadership provides the opportunity for citizen’s skills to be utilised and it provides the resources to be exploited [29].

Third, successors blackmail their predecessors. When a predecessor takes over a leadership seat, he tries everything to paint the successor in the bad light. He does not find the good things that the predecessor had done so as to continue on it.

Four, there is lack of dialogue and power distance between the ruled and the rulers. The citizens are so much afraid of their rulers. The leaders who were supposed to be chief servants have made the citizens the chief servants. The citizens do not have the needed political education to know their right and privileges. Nigerians hold political leaders in too high esteem, which is the reason political leaders are authoritarian in decision making and governance. Political education is among the citizens is lacking [29].

3.7. Impacts of Nigeria’s Leadership Challenges
First, there is an increase in poverty all over Nigeria. Many Nigerians cannot feed, cloth, or house themselves due to poverty. Muhammad [30] reveals that “at the root of poverty lies the deprivation of people’s access to basic necessities such as food, healthcare and sanitation, education and assets”. Most Nigerian’s due to ineffective leadership cannot feed, go to school or pay for the escalating health care fees.

Second, youths see leadership as a place to amass ill-gotten wealth. This is the impact of the high level of stealing of public money by those in leadership positions. Unfortunately, most of these youths are children, friends, and also subordinates of most of the corrupt leaders. There is the tendency that the youths may be more corrupt than the present political leaders in Nigeria [31], because they can see politics as a platform for making fast wealth. The youths are scrambling for political power, just to stay relevant and get access to the commonwealth that politicians have been sharing among themselves [32].

Third, Nigeria has continued to witness underdevelopment in all sectors. There are ill-equipped hospitals [33], ill-equipped and dilapidated schools [34], bad roads, and ill-equipped information and communication technology labs in institutions of research. There is the lack of basic amenities, lack of access to education, and also lack of housing.

Four, there has been an increase in social crimes in Nigeria. This can be seen in the high level of prostitution, drug trafficking, child trafficking and kidnapping. Ogoma [35] puts forward that poor leadership and corruption are the cause of these immoralities in Nigeria. Nigerians have decided to take their destinies into their hands, by deciding to do anything to survive.

Five, poor political leadership has led to conflicts in Nigeria. Political leaders favour their ethnic, tribal and religious group. There has increased the level of suspicion and conflict among Nigerians. One ethnic group suspects the other ethnic groups of trying to dominate them. Christian political leaders are suspected by the Muslims of favouring the Christian community while Muslim political leaders are suspected by the Christians of favouring the Muslim community in Nigeria. Eyitayo concluded it is bad leadership that leads to depression and conflict [36].

Six, it has increased suicide in Nigeria. People are tired of living a life of suffering with no hope in sight. The shame of having no house to live, no food to eat, and no job have forced many Nigerians to take their lives. They see suicide as the best way to escape the rot in Nigeria’s political leadership. Nigeria is ranked 15th in the world and top in Africa for its suicide rate [37].

3.8. Theological Implications of 1 Kings 3:3-14 to the Nigerian Context
Leaders are called upon to imbibe the good virtues of their predecessor. Solomon started by observing where his predecessor had made marks. He discovered it. Solomon worked in the ways of his father, David (his predecessor). Furthermore, David loved the Lord and Solomon also loved the Lord. Solomon himself followed the law of the Lord in all respects [9]. This shows he kept to the standards
upheld by his predecessor. Bringing this development to Nigeria’s political field, it is sad to note that successors paint their predecessors in a very bad light. They do not see anything good in what their predecessor had done. This has made Nigeria to continue to move farther backwards rather than forward. In Nigeria, a leader starts a good project, and when he is unable to finish it before the end of his tenure, the successor takes over leadership and abandons that project. Successors try to paint everything about their predecessors in a bad light.

Leaders are enjoined to keep good company to ensure success. Solomon was close to God, who was the good adviser that David had. He knew that it was God’s good pieces of advice that helped David’s success in his leadership. He went to sacrifice to God at Gibeon. He went with so many burnt offerings to prove his submission to the God’s direction. In Gibeon the Lord appeared to Solomon, and asked him what he wanted. Solomon reminded God of some virtues in his predecessor that he needed for his success. He mentioned truth, righteousness, and uprightness. Solomon further showed humility to God by telling God that he knew nothing on leadership. He said, “I know not how to go out or come in”. He asked for an understanding heart which encompasses righteousness, truth and uprightness. In Nigeria, it is unfortunate that political leaders do not keep good advisers as close associates. They keep sycophants and political godfathers around them. This is the reason that monies meant for development are coerced into their private pockets and that of their godfathers. What is practised is the system of table manners: “do not talk while eating”. They share the state funds and nobody is expected to talk. After their tenure, they succeeded in achieving anything.

Good mentors are happy when their mentees are following their good steps. God was very happy with the decision of Solomon. God discovered that Solomon was dedicated with his ambition of leading effectively. God told Solomon that he was happy that he did not ask for the head of his predecessors (his enemies). God promised to give him wisdom and understanding and also riches and honour. Looking at Nigeria’s political leaders, one begins to wonder what went wrong. The special advisers around political leaders are just there for their political gain. The special advisers are the godfathers who coerced the leader into using state funds as their personal money-making machine. These godfathers are “political sponsors, who use money and influence to win support for their preferred candidates. Their "godsons", it is believed, are not always selected for their political acumen, but rather on their ability to repay and enrich their godfather” [38].

God reminded Solomon that for Solomon to enjoy his support, he must keep to his statutes. God also told him that this was the secret of David’s successful leadership. In Nigeria, the friends, advisers, and godfathers of political officeholders in Nigeria threaten these political leaders of expulsion from their political seat if they play to their whims and caprices. The reward for the godfather puts the leader in a dependent and precarious position [39]. Godfathers remind their godsons of the implications of not abandoning their sole interests.

4. Defining the Roadmaps

The following recommendations would help to solve the leadership challenges in Nigeria in the light of 1 Kings 3:3-14.

1. Successors should try to focus attention on the strength of their predecessors, just as Solomon did. Any good or noble ideal of the predecessor should be encouraged in order to attain the needed development.

2. People in leadership positions should try to be close to those persons with sound judgment. Solomon brought himself closer to God. This made his leadership to be sound and peaceful. Nigerian political leaders should also bring into their team those persons with special skills who had worked with his predecessor.

3. Elder statesmen should not see themselves as a tool for siphoning public fund. This tactic of elder statesmen making themselves political-godfathers and threatening a leader does not aid development in Nigeria. Instead, godfathers should put in their ideas, actions and other inputs needed for success by the leader.

4. Those persons close to the leader must be able to tell him that any anti-citizen policies and actions will not go down well with the society. God told Solomon the implications of abandoning the good footsteps of David. This made Solomon to be focussed. This will make the leader to sit up knowing that he would not like to be a failure to the citizens, himself and his advisers.
5. There is the need for leaders to know that any bad policy or action they carry out will be a sting to their name even after they may have left their political office. There is the need for them to practice management leadership void of corruption.

5. Conclusion

1 Kings 3:3-14 reveals that for leadership to be successful there is the need for successors to carry out the good policies and projects of their predecessors rather than resorting to blackmail to score cheap political points. Leaders should also be wary of sycophants and godfathers who are selfish in their contributions to society development. Solomon took over the good policies of his father David, and also imbibed those virtues (truth, righteousness, uprightness) that aided David in achieving success in his leadership. This is worthy of emulation by Nigerian leaders. Political leaders in Nigeria should not condemn all the policies of their predecessors. Furthermore, in order to achieve the needed development in Nigeria, there is a need for the leader to be closer to good advisers rather than allowing sycophants and godfathers to coerce them into betraying their people.
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